### Spelling Bee List
#### 2nd Grade

#### Regular Words

| 1. fat | 16. job | 31. clock | 46. numbers |
| 2. for | 17. hug | 32. mud | 47. fewer |
| 3. can | 18. tell | 33. sat | 48. brown |
| 4. land | 19. bug | 34. barn | 49. head |
| 5. camp | 20. gum | 35. farm | 50. after |
| 6. flat | 21. walk | 36. some | 51. purple |
| 7. fort | 22. swim | 37. spring | 52. cube |
| 8. sing | 23. spot | 38. march | 53. ones |
| 10. like | 25. want | 40. ground | 55. energy |
| 11. pack | 26. lions | 41. push | 56. sugar |
| 12. sick | 27. brother | 42. grade | 57. germs |
| 13. brave | 28. boys | 43. back | 58. flower |
| 14. jump | 29. dishes | 44. three |   |
| 15. get | 30. second | 45. sixty |   |

#### Troublesome Words

| 1. different | 4. always | 7. feel | 10. read |
| 2. swimming | 5. going | 8. feet | 11. team |
| 3. river | 6. each | 9. keep | 12. mail |
13. make
14. stay
15. boat
16. high
17. mind
18. right
19. throw
20. nights
21. bunch
22. new
23. soon
24. egg
25. ship
26. drive
27. use
28. clown
29. both
30. check
31. much
32. twins
33. sweet
34. friend
35. peaches
36. presents
37. shut
38. stopping
39. pretty
40. teeth
41. between
42. reach
43. eight
44. twelve
45. greater
46. leaves
47. addends
48. exercise
49. rectangle
50. angle
51. pentagon
52. cylinder
53. hour
54. inches
55. muscles
56. abdomen
57. weather

Challenging Words
1. follow
2. shirt
3. with
4. family
5. oxygen
6. because
7. white
8. chair
9. house
10. child
11. race
12. crash
13. stories
14. February
15. every
16. practice
17. before
18. favorite
19. really
20. through
21. elephant
22. shower
23. about
24. found
25. down
26. mouse
27. princess
28. January
29. hamster
30. party
31. holiday
32. truth
33. celebrate
34. classroom
35. yesterday
36. juice
37. grain
38. lettuce
39. bottle
40. pocket
41. square
42. shampoo
43. newspaper
44. Easter
45. hopscotch
46. fourteen
47. thirty
48. butterflies
49. digit
50. symmetry
51. behind
52. pyramid
53. vitamin
54. hexagon
55. sphere
56. hundred
57. gallons
58. earthworm
59. termite
60. chrysalis
61. honeybee
62. housefly
63. thorax
64. evaporation
65. equator